
Cavi-Lipo is the most evolved system for 

the treatment of adipose areas 

and cellulite. 

Cavi-Lipo is one of the most advanced and 

efficient systems using Ultrasound 

Cavitation to breakdown fat cells. The 

released fat is then metabolized through 

the liver and natural means. Only a few 

treatments are needed for a brilliant 

performance. We help men and women 

with fat deposits on the belly, thighs, hips, 

breasts, upper arms, bra-edge, double chin etc. No injections or other interventions are needed, no 

anesthesia, no antibiotic treatment, and you can immediately return to your normal activities. The Cavi-

Lipo method is new and revolutionary, and is likely to increasingly replace liposuction methods of 

surgical elements. 

 

Treatment Information: 

The treatment lasts about 30 minutes, it is totally painless 

and with no known side effects. In most cases the result can 

be seen immediately and depending on individual clients, 

most will need between 3-6 treatments (patients can have 

up to 12) with interval of twice a week. 

Benefits: 

 - Removes fat from stomach, waist, thighs, hips, 

arms, etc 

 - Reduces cellulite 

 - Completely painless 

We Recommend: 

Immediately after the treatment you should take a brisk walk or similar exercise. To get the maximum 

effect of the treatment you should drink plenty of water for 24 hours before and after the treatment, at 

least 1.5 liters per day. Minimize the intake of carbohydrates and fat 24 hours before the treatment to 

burn and secrete fatty acids and glucose. The exercise carried out afterwards should be powerful. The 

alternative is a deep massage that can be booked in connection with the treatment. 
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Operations: 

 

The range of energy is wide and is 

designed for rubbing, the dynamic energy 

is sent straight to deep skin compared to 

the high frequency, Cavi-Lipo’s hand-

piece has a bigger vibration and can feel 

as it transits the energy more deeply. 

 

  

  

  

  

  

LIPO hand piece generates a 28,000 micro vibration-each seconds which can easily be used for body 

care. It has been expressively thought and designed to perform reduction treatment of adipose areas 

and cellulites, which results that can be compared to liposuction in the surgery room. A wide variety of 

treated cases is available to see. 
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Before & After: 

 

 

NOTE: 

The treatment should not be seen as a substitute for other weight-reducing measures but as an 

additional aid to a good diet, exercise and detox. Reduced weight and a more attractive body improves 

the self-image, increases motivation and makes it easier to get started on a healthier lifestyle. Results 

may vary, please take in consideration our recommendations and understand that this is not a 

substitute for other weight-reducing measures. 

 

*Information taken from Soma Medical Spa, New York.*  
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